Appendices:
DIY BOOST-DRV8711 Backplane Interconnect BoosterPack:
Note: RiceCNC may soon be offer a printed circuit interconnect board but in the interim, this is left to the user as a
relatively easy Do-It-Yourself (DIY) wire-wrap project.
Materials needed:
1. Wire-wrap/unwrap tool
2. 30 gauge wire-wrap wire
3. edge type wire cutter
4. drill for mounting holes
5. 5x7 Prototyping PCB 0.1” hole centers (available through eBay in a 3 pack for $5.99)
6. 100 single-row 0.25”sq. 0.1” center ww pins for BOOST-DRV8711
Sullins PBC36SACN or equivalent (quantity 4)
7. 40 dual-row 0.25”sq. 0.1” center ww pins for BoosterPack
Sullins PBC36DACN or equivalent (quantity 4)
Note: Some users may prefer to prototype using 0.5mm magnet wire having low temperature enamel insulation that
will melt from the soldering iron. This would enable the use of pins with shorter tails.

!
Keep the full 5” width of the prototype board. In my board above, I trimmed the board square, but you
may want to keep some additional length to add extra connectors or components. No components other
than the pins are required but there are many useful features and connector pinouts that you could add to
your board.
I added pins for both BoosterPack connectors for mechanical support, but I found that to be unnecessary.
The LaunchPad is well supported by only one 40 pin connector and you can add screw support with
7/16” spacers as the 1.8” dia. holes indicate.
I only wired to BoosterPack 2 but you could pick up signals from either BoosterPack. Using BoosterPack 2
in the nested position enables the LaunchPad to be offset to the BoosterPack 1 connector.
You also could omit the fifth BOOST-DRV8711 position at the top-center of the board if you will not be
using it. The fifth position becomes available if the LaunchPad is offset to use BoosterPack 1 as follows:

!
But the more common nested configuration is as follows:

!
And the final result might look something like the following if mounted on the back of a MaxNC10.

!
Populate the µP BoosterPack connector and you BOOST-DRV8711 boards with pins and place as desired
on you prototype board, then solder the pins in place. You can use your boards to hold the pins straight
while soldering.
The BOOST-DRV8711 pins can all be wired in common except for the Chip Select and optionally the
potentiometer analog output. Although not required, the common pins can be wired in a loop back to the
µP piggy-back position to effectively shorten the signal path length. The pins that must be wired in
common are:
Required Common Pins:
J1-01 (or A1)
3.3 volt supply
J1-07 (or A7)
shift clock
J1-08 (or A8)
reset
J2-01 (or D1)
ground
J2-06 (or D6)
Serial Data In (SDI) or Master Out Slave In (MOSI)
J2-07 (or D7)
Serial Data Out (SDO) or Master In Slave Out (MISO)

Optional Pins:
J1-02 (or A2)
Pot
This analog output pin is unrelated to motor functions. You can either ignore it or discretely
connect it to one of the BoosterPack analog input pins J3-03 (or B3) through J3-08 (or B8). The
potentiometer has little usefulness for this application of the drivers. For most installations the
potentiometer will be inaccessible and, if connected, the analog pin assignments would conflict
with the analog pin assignments of a Grove Base BoosterPack on the same BoosterPack connector.
J1-06 (or A6)
nSleep
This pin must be high for the 8711 and driver chips to be enabled. The µP firmware will hold this
pin high for the piggy-back position. You can wire this pin in common or wire it directly to 3.3V
J1-01.
However you may want to bring this pin out to a connector and use a 1 K" pull-up resistor to 3.3V.
A switch to ground would provide a manual override to remove holding current from the motor.
This would be useful for users who prefer to make fine adjustments by turning the motor shaft by
hand.
J1-09 (or A9)
Step
J1-10 (or A10) Direction
The µP firmware controls step and direction through the serial connection and holds these pins low
for the piggy-back position. You can wire this pin in common or wire it directly to ground J2-01.
However you may want to bring these pins out to a connector and use a 1 K" pull-down resistor to
ground. This connector would then enable control from motion control software other than
RiceCNC. RiceCNC could still be used to configure the 8711 parameter registers and monitor the
driver status except that RiceCNC will not be able to keep track of the motor position or change the
torque for accelerating, decelerating or constant speed. Only the holding current would be used, the
variable torque is not directly supported by the 8711.
Note: RiceCNC is working on adding support for a “slave” operation mode. In this mode step and direction
signals from another motion control system could be input to the µP board rather than directly to the drivers.
RiceCNC will then be able track the position for the remote input and adjust torque current for acceleration,
deceleration, constant speed and holding.
J2-08 (or D8)
Bin1
J2-09 (or D9)
Bin2
These pins are used only for dual DC motor control mode currently unsupported by RiceCNC.
However, it is generally preferable to connect unused input pins to ground rather than let the
inputs float.

J2-10 (or D10) Chip Select
The chip select inputs must be discretely connected to BoosterPack digital output pins. Most
unused pins can be used, including analog capable pins, but you may want to use a pin assignment
that will not conflict with a Grove Base BoosterPack on the same connector. For my development
prototype, I used the following pin assignments:
J4-07 (or C7)
J4-08 (or C8)
J2-09 (or D9)
J4-10 (or C10)
J2-04 (or D4)

Position 1
Position 2
Position 3
Position 4
Position 5

Enclosure:
Now that you have your backplane board wired, you will want a mounting complete with dust cover.
Some users will appreciate my dollar store solution. The dust cover is is a Sterilite 1963 container (14” x
11” x 3.25”) obtained from my local Home Depot. Components are supported by a pressboard clipboard
obtained from my local Dollar Tree. I removed the clip then trimmed the webbing of Sterilite 1963 lid for
a better fit.
The power supply is a PS1-150W-36 obtained from MPJA online. The voltage is conservative for the
BOOST-DRV8711 drivers. A 48 volt supply would yield higher motor speeds. I mounted the power
supply to the right side of the pressboard - metric screws.
If you will be mounting the system to a machine then go ahead to layout the mounting. For the back of
my MaxNC10, I used 1” nylon spacers and 1/8” nylon spacers between the pressboard and the lid. For a
free-standing system add rubber feet but keep the 1” spacing for wire clearance.
Next mount the backplane interconnect board to the pressboard. I used 7/16” nylon spacers. You can use
either machine of wood screws with the pressboard.
Drill holes in the lid for power, stepper motor wires, USB and ethernet cables. A step drill bit will make
clean holes in the plastic. Drill between the edge of the lid and the edge of the pressboard being careful to
not interfere with cover edge seal.
Go ahead to mount the µP and driver boards and make the electrical connections. You can use the
ethernet cable and retractor that comes with LaunchPad but you will need either a longer USB cable or a
USB extension cable.
I added a Grove Base to the BoosterPack 1 position along with Grove relay modules for the motor power
supply and spindle motor. Several other Grove modules could be useful for your system including high
temperature probes to monitor motor temperature. An even lower cost alternative would be a dual 5 volt
relay board connected directly to your backplane interconnect board.
I conservatively used 6.2 volt stepper motors. With a 36 volt supply, the 6.2 volt steppers achieve about
300 RPM. Higher speeds could be obtained using a 48 volt supply and/or lower voltage (2 to 3 volt)
motors.

ST Microelectronics L6470
Note: With the recent release of the higher power and lower cost L6474 nicknamed the “PowerSpin01”, the ST
Microelectronics L6470 (dSpin) is now obsolete. RiceMotion will evaluate the L6474 for future support.
Note: The ST Microelectronics L6470 support is now deprecated in favor of the TI BOOST-DRV8711 driver boards.
The BOOST-DRV8711 driver boards are priced about the same but are more robust with higher power capacity, i.e.
4.5A RMS continuous at 52 volts, with even more configuration options and accuracy than the L6470 drivers.
RiceCNC supports the ST Microelectronics L6470 (dSpin) integrated motor driver chips with Serial
Peripheral Interface (SPI). Although some features of the dSpin chips do not yet work as advertised, e.g.,
the sensor-less stall detection, the production chips provide fast, smooth and accurate (1/128 microstepping) motor positioning. The L6470 is a fully-integrated driver chip having a respectable 40 volt, 3
amp RMS bipolar driver output sufficient for small and medium stepper motors.
These chips are available on either single or dual cards. The Karlsson Robotics dual driver card is a
compact and low cost board but with a couple minor design flaws. Hopefully an updated board will
become available soon.
RiceCNC expects to offer higher power boards in the future using the ST microelectronics L6482 with
external driver chips.

!

Karlsson Robotics “Dual L6470 Stepper motor controller”
Karlsson Robotics did not anticipate daisy-chin connection. The currently available card requires minor
modifications, as illustrated above, for daisy-chain configuration. Two traces are cut and a wire is added
to connect two via holes. The traces can be easily cut using a Dremel engraving bit.
The system will support up to eight chips on a single SSI in a daisy-chain configuration. In a daisy-chain
configuration, the shift output of one chip is connected to the shift input of the next chip. The first chip
obtains output from a LaunchPad Serial Shift Interface (SSI) output while the last chip in the chain returns
data to the SSI input. The clock and chip select output is common to all chips. The following diagram is
copied from the ST microelectronics documentation.
The card or cards can be connected using hookup wire to the breadboard area of the Connected
LaunchPad as illustrated below although the wire harness pictured above is much preferred. Refer to the
TI Connected LaunchPad documentation breadboard area pinout.

The above diagram copied from the L6470 documentation may be useful:

Version 8.12 release notes:
• Release 8.12 3/26/2015 Fixes a bug in which the host attempts to connect using both serial and ethernet
at the same time causing errors and extraneous micro-processor resets.

Version 8.10 release notes:
• Release 8.10 3/15/2015 iTunes release. Adds In-App Purchase capability enabling the app to become a
free download with users paying only for the functionality they need. This will significantly reduce the
cost-of-entry for hobbyists and other new users.
• Release 8.8 3/6/2015 Fixes a bug preventing proper initialization of a new LaunchPad board. Adds
firmware logic to turn off ethernet startup on the next reset if the ethernet server causes a crash. Adds a
button to the ethernet UI to only initialize the ethernet by user request rather than every application
start. Adds preliminary code to support In-App purchases from the iTunes store. Adds preliminary
code to support ST Microelectronics cSpin high-current serial interface motor driver technology.

Version 8.7 release notes:
• Version 8.7 has bug fixes for the ethernet connection and performance improvements for both serial and
ethernet connections.
• Version 8.5 removes the requirement for a separate “Engine” document. Micro-processor configuration
parameters can now be saved in and restored from the “Machine” document.
Current users can upgrade easily using these steps:
• launch the app and open the “Engine” document if not opened by Mac OS document restore;
• copy the Engine settings to the local micro-controller settings (Setup window);
• select the “Local” Engine settings in the Machine Status scroll view;
• close and discard the Engine document.
• Open windows will now restore to multiple monitors.

Version 8.4 release notes:
Version 8.4 is a bug fix release:
• UDP ethernet connection to the TI “Connected LaunchPad” is now working;
• Fixes a bug preventing the creation of a new machine document;
• Firmware restructured to library file formatting for easier maintenance.
Ethernet is much faster than the USB serial connection but also is transformer coupled providing high
voltage isolation from the computer. This allows the µP board ground to float with the motor power
supply without danger of electric shock to the computer user.

Version 8.0 release notes:
Version 8.0 is a major upgrade for RiceCNC. Current users should read this section carefully.
Key features of this release include:
A single, arbitrarily complex, multi-axis Coordinate Transformation Matrix (CTM) that is applied realtime by the µP firmware;
The CTM separates the machine coordinate space from the program coordinate space;
Jogging, both by mouse and trackpad, can be applied to either the machine coordinate space or the
program coordinate space;
Concurrent display of machine, fixture, tool and program positions;
Polar mode can be applied to any two axes - not just in one of the three standard orthogonal planes;
Rotation can be applied in any combination of two or three axes assumed to be orthogonal;
Much improved support for fixture and tool offsets providing easier use of these options;
Tear-off windows add flexibility to enable more efficient use of screen space;

Several sheets have been replaced by easier to use pop-over balloons;
The Machine document window toolbar has been removed and replaced by a new Machine Status scroll
view and greatly simplified with faster access to information.
A lot of code, both host and firmware has been rewritten for faster and more stable performance - many
bug fixes;
The UNO32 µP board firmware has not been updated or tested for this release due to time constraints
and is likely to be incompatible. Users with the UNO32 µP board should skip this release or upgrade to
the TI “Connected LaunchPad” board.
The UNO32 µP board firmware will be updated for a future release but may lack sufficient memory to run
the new features that have been added to the LaunchPad firmware. Newer Digilent boards having more
memory may also be supported in future releases.
As before, the TI “Connected LaunchPad” is the preferred board for new users.

The Coordinate Transformation Matrix:
Prior releases of the system maintained a tight coupling between the program coordinate space and the
machine coordinate space. The new system separates the two coordinate spaces allowing adjustments
and axis movements, e.g., jogging, in the machine coordinate space that do not affect the program
coordinate space.
A one-way coupling of the program coordinate space to the machine coordinate space is achieved using
an arbitrarily complex user defined multi-dimensional coordinate transformation matrix (CTM). Prior
releases used separate transformation matrices for axis scaling and rotation enabled calculation of inverse
transforms. However, using a single arbitrarily complex CTM, it is difficult or impossible to calculate
inverse transformations, e.g., an all zero CTM will entirely separate the program and machine coordinate
spaces. Using inverse transforms, the host software could calculate and display the program position
with micro-controller reporting only the machine position.
Commands for scaling and rotation now have a cumulative effect on the single CTM. Rotation commands
can now be performed in any combination of 2 or 3 axes and are not limited to the X, Y and Z axes. The
axes specified are assumed to be orthogonal. For example, if axes U, V and W control a separate gantry
for a wire EDM machine, then a rotation could be applied to those axes in addition to the rotation applied
to the X, Y and Z axes. Angular axes can be included in the rotation although the resulting CTM is not
likely to be useful.
The CTM builds on the axis linking capability of the prior release adding scaling, skewing and rotation to
the CTM. The CTM continues to support axis couplings (or linking) for threading operations or other
synchronized motor movements.
Repeating a rotation command will increase the rotation of the CTM. To avoid the cumulative effect, the
matrix must first be reset to the identity matrix. The identity matrix couples program X to machine X,
program Y to machine Y, etc. all with 100% scaling. G-codes to cancel scaling or rotation now have the
same effect of resetting the single CTM to the identity matrix. G-code 102 is redefined to facilitate
program initialization of the CTM.
Offsets are no longer calculated for rotational transformations. Rotations are assumed to be about the
current program position. The CTM can be changed at any time without affecting either the current
program position or the current machine position. Effectively, the CTM only differentially couples
interpolations in the program coordinate space to movement of the machine axes.
In prior releases, axis transformations were calculated on the host side. With this release, the CTM is
downloaded to the µP board. Transformations are now applied more accurately in real time during linear
or cubic Bezier interpolation with the µP periodically reporting both the program and machine positions
to the host for display to the user.

As before, fixture and tool offsets are applied in the machine coordinate space. Prior releases calculated
the equivalent change in the program coordinate space such that the axes would adjust when the next
command was executed. But because the CTM is assumed to be one-way, fixture and tool offsets are
supported differently. The firmware now has commands to perform linear interpolations in the machine
coordinate space bypassing the CTM. Program selection of a different fixture or tool will generate an
immediate movement of the machine axes such that the program and tool positions are maintained. If
fixture or tool offsets are changed interactively, then the user is presented with the option to merely adjust
the machine coordinates rather than running the motors.

The toolbar has been removed from the Machine document window:
The position scroll view is now expanded to become the machine status scroll view. The view can now
display any combination of the machine, fixture, tool and program positions concurrently. It also merges
status information from several sheets formerly accessed from the toolbar including, the windows sheet,
the inputs sheet, the program modals sheet, fixture and tool selection sheets.
The Axis Setup Window is now expanded to become the Setup Window. The Fixture and Tool setup
sheet functionality is moved to the Setup Window. The Inputs, Outputs and Spindle Setup windows are
also merged with the Setup Window.
The pause and run buttons are moved from the toolbar to the main document window.

